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AN1567 APPLICATION NOTE Engine Knock Detection With ST10-DSP Microcontrollers This application note describes knock detection methods implemented in automotive engine control units. DSP algorithms along with their efficient usage and implementation on ST10-DSP microcontrollers (hereafter referenced to as "CPU-DSP") are the focus of this application note. Knock classification and the decision making process, specific to car manufacturers or OEMs, are not described here.
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 1 - INTRODUCTION 1.1 - Introduction on Engine Knock Engine control units are designed to minimize emissions while maximizing power and fuel economy. The ability to maximize power and fuel economy is limited by the quality of the combustion which can be smooth or with detonation. Knocking is the effect of detonation in the cylinder instead of normal combustion. Knocking produces vibrations in the engine block in the range of few kHz for the fundamental up to 25kHz for other vibration modes. Repetitive long sequences of knocks can affect the engine reliability. The survey of engine parameters allows the adjustment of ignition timings to maximize power preserving engine reliability by avoiding knocking. 1.2 - Brief Overview Historically, analog filtering was the first method used by the engine controllers. The main characteristics are low cost, easy implementation and no need for computational power from the CPU of the engine controller. Due to the changes on emission requirements, analog implementation is no more possible because of the need of dedicated hardware per frequency to be detected and improved accuracy leading to prohibitive cost. As the computational power of the microcontrollers is increasing and as emission requirements are changing, digital filtering is becoming more and more common in engine controllers. Different engine configurations can use the same hardware thanks to the flexibility of programmable microcontrollers. Digital filter performance and frequency ranges depend on the computational limits of the CPU. Spectral based analysis, which features a better resolving power than digital filtering, is also becoming more popular. Advantages Analog filtering Digital filtering



Disadvantages



Low cost, Easy implementation,



Not suitable for multiple frequency ranges detection,



Low CPU usage



Less compatible with new emission regulations



Programmability when done with standard CPU-DSPs,



Filter performance is usually limited by CPU performance



Reduction in part number (cost savings) Spectral based analysis



Higher frequency resolving than digital filters



Requires calibration (which peaks to detect), Requires higher performance CPU-DSP.



1.3 - Knock Sensors There are two types of sensors, direct measurement sensors and remote sensors. They are used in two types of implementations, per cylinder or per cylinder block. Per cylinder sensors can provide more information, like misfiring and/or partial firing detection, than needed for knock sensing. The added cost of the sensors themselves or the added cost of the usage of the sensing method (ex: ion sense) make the "per cylinder" techniques less popular. Per cylinder



Per block



Direct measurement



Pressure sensor, Ion sense



N/A



Remote measurement



SPB (Spark Plug Boss)



Vibration sensor



This application note focuses on knock detection using vibration sensors. 1.4 - Vibration Sensors Vibration sensors provide an analog voltage in response to the engine block acoustical energy. As a result of knock conditions, shock waves with a fundamental frequency in the range of 5 to 7kHz, and higher vibration frequencies in the range of 10kHz to 25kHz are generated. Two types of sensors are currently used, they are "tuned sensors" and "broadband sensors".
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 1.4.1 - Tuned sensors Tuned sensors (also called resonant sensors, narrow band sensors) are used in many low-end systems. The sensors amplify the signal in the frequency range of the fundamental frequency. Because these sensors are very selective, they are tuned to the known fundamental frequency of a given engine. 1.4.2 - Broadband Sensors Broadband sensors have a flat response within the knock spectrum (1kHz to 20kHz). The same sensor can be used for a lot of engine types and implementations. Additionally, they allow an improvement in the knock detection by the analysis of the other vibration modes. Broadband sensors require analog or digital signal processing to identify one frequency (fundamental detection only) or few frequencies specific to knock conditions (fundamental and other vibration modes). This application note describes the signal algorithms used to identify the frequencies. It details, using the ST10-DSPs, how to implement the DSP algorithms in the software of the engine control application.
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 2 - ANALOG BASED DETECTION The analog detection method has been used since the beginning of knock detection. The principle is the following: the signal from the sensor is first passband filtered, then, it is half-wave rectified, then it is gated and integrated, and finally, it is converted into a digital information by an ADC. A decision is made by comparing the ADC results against a predefined threshold (fixed or moving). Figure 1 : Analog Based Detection
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2.1 - Signal Acquisition 2.1.1 - Analog Filter For broadband sensors, the narrowband type analog filter is used (ex: Chebyshev or Butterworth filter), centered on the resonant frequency of the sensor. The usage of ASIC devices for the filtering avoids the need for trimming of external components. 2.1.2 - Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) A fast AD conversion is not necessary for the analog based detection; the key characteristics are ADC accuracy under overload conditions and ADC accuracy in a wide temperature range. An AD conversion needs to be triggered when the integration phase is completed. Having some hardware to automatically support the conversion of a predefined ADC channel is a useful feature. 2.1.3 - Knock Window A knock window signal is needed to reset the integrator between cylinders. This window can be defined by the engine position for its beginning, and by either a time or another engine position for its end. 2.2 - Example of Implementation with ST10 Devices ST10F168, ST10F269 and ST10F280 have been designed to directly support analog based detection by minimizing CPU load: Knock window: The knock window can be generated by using a capture-compare-unit (CAPCOM) channel. The CAPCOM has two internal references, one is usually time and the other is an engine position accurate clock. So for each CAPCOM channel there is the choice for time based event or engine-position based event. AD conversion triggering: When using CAPCOM channel31 to generate the knock window, a compare match event can automatically trigger an AD conversion request so that the ADC is automatically started at the end of the knock window. 2.3 - Summary for analog detection Analog detection is easy to implement. New requirements like higher precision and/or multiple frequency detection increase the cost of this method.
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AN1567- APPLICATION NOTE 3 - DIGITAL FILTERING BASED KNOCK DETECTION The principle for digital filtering based algorithms is the following: during the knock window the signal from the sensor is converted to digital, the digital samples are then pass-band filtered to detect the amplitudes of the signal in this frequency-band, the filtered amplitudes of the signal are then processed for final decision. Figure 2 : Digital Filtering Based Detection Signal Acquisition Flow
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3.1 - Algorithms Knock detection with digital filters requires narrowband processing specifically to detect the fundamental and optionally the other frequencies of the vibrations while rejecting non relevant frequencies. The digital implementation of Chebyshev or Butterworth analog filters are the Infinite Impulse response (IIR) type filters. Software tools like MathLab allow to select different types of filters and to compute the coefficients that better match the desired filter characteristics. 3.1.1 - IIR IIR digital filters can be implemented in different ways: the most common forms of IIR filters are Direct Form1, Direct Form2 and N-cascaded biquads (using Direct Form2 or using Transpose Form). 3.1.1.1 - Direct Form1 The Nth-order equation for an IIR filter in Direct Form1 is: M



N



y(n) =



∑ k=1



a(k)y(n – k) +



∑ k=0



b(k) x(n – k)



x(n) = input signal at time n y(n) = output signal at time n a(k), b(k) = IIR coefficients
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 3.1.1.2 - Direct Form2 The following equations equally represent the Nth Order IIR filter but in Direct Form2. These equations use the intermediate state variable vector U={u(n), u(n-1), u(n-2),..., u(n-N)}. This representation is called "Direct Form 2". N



u(n) = x(n) +



∑



a(k)u(n – k)



k=1



x(n) = input signal at time n u(n) = intermediate state vector at time n y(n) = output signal at time n a(k), b(k) = IIR coefficients



N



y(n) =



∑



b( k ) u( n – k)



k=0 Direct Form 2 has an advantage over Direct Form1 as it requires less data memory. 3.1.1.3 - N-Cascaded Real Biquads A high-order filter can be implemented, either as a single section, or as a combination of first and second order sections. The single section form is quicker and easier to implement, but generates a larger numerical error. This increased error occurs for two reasons: First, the long filter computation process accumulates errors from multiplication with quantized coefficients; Second, the roots of high-order polynomials are increasingly sensitive to changes in their quantized coefficients. Therefore, the single section form is not recommended, except for a very low order filter. To implement a high-order transfer function, first decompose it into first order and second order blocks (biquads), and then connect these blocks in cascade. The following paragraphs illustrate this technique for an even numbers of cascaded biquads. Filter design tools like MathLab allow to break the IIR filter in 2nd order filter sections in order to have the highest possible accuracy and therefore keep the filter stable. Having more filter sections raises the complexity of the software routine and thus requires more CPU-DSP time. The following paragraphs describe this and propose some solutions to optimise CPU-DSP time. 3.1.1.4 - Comparison Between a Single Section Form and N-Cascaded Biquads Figure 3 : Error Comparison with an 8th Order Filter (Single Section & 4 Cascaded Biquads)



Characteristics: Stop1 = 5300Hz, Pass1 = 5700Hz, Pass2 = 6300Hz, Stop2 = 6700Hz; Stop band at 35dB of pass band) using 16-bit coefficients and 16-bit inputs. Blue (highest peak): 8th order filter with 4 cascaded Biquad sections: fully match the reference response. Red: 8th order filter with a single section : unstable and different response.



The order of digital filters for knock detection, in the range of 6 and 8, is at the limit of stability for a single filter section with 16*16-bit multiply and accumulate unit. 8/22



AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 3.1.1.5 - Comparison Between 16-Bit Coefficients and 32-Bit Coefficients The stability of the filter can be improved by using higher precision coefficients. In some situations, 32-bit coefficients, can avoid to use cascaded biquads and keep the filter as a single section. Even if the Multiply-and-Accumulate unit is a 16*16, the CPU-DSP time to compute a single section IIR filter with 32*16 arithmetic, can be shorter than for multiple biquad sections of an IIR filter in 16*16 arithmetic. When using 32-bit coefficients to compute the example of figure 3, the single section response fully matches the response of cascaded biquad section with 16-bit coefficients. 3.1.2 - Summary for Knock Detection and IIR Filters – IIR filters implemented with a single section form are simpler and faster (2 to 3 times faster for the same variable formats), – IIR filters can exhibit instability and therefore must be carefully designed, – Whenever the filter is still not stable in the native DSP format (16*16), the usage of cascaded biquads or extended precision coefficients shall be compared to optimise CPU-DSP time. 3.2 - IIR Implementations The digital filter can be implemented alone, as a single digital filter to detect the resonant frequency only (1 narrow band filter) or in parallel, as multiple independent digital filters, to detect additional vibration frequencies (two or more narrow band filters in parallel). 3.3 - Knock Decision Digital filters allow the use of more sophisticated decision algorithms. Most of the time, the decision algorithm is specific to the manufacturer. The simplest decision algorithm can be equivalent to the analog integrator used with analog detection: compute the sum of amplitudes and then compare to a threshold (fixed or moving, global or per cylinder). More complex detection methods can be used as amplitudes are available in digital information, for example to compute the sum of squared amplitudes, analyse the variations of the maximum of the amplitude versus time.
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 4 - IMPLEMENTING DIGITAL FILTERING DETECTION As for every DSP algorithm, implementing knock detection algorithm on a CPU-DSP requires careful organization of signal acquisition and computation. Signal acquisition is very important; it covers three different aspects which are ADC characteristics, time based acquisition and transfer of the ADC results in the CPU-DSP memory. 4.1 - ADC Characteristics Unlike the other analog inputs used to sense different engine parameters, the knock sensor does not deliver a steady state signal. It is sampled and hold to get the instantaneous value of the knock information so an anti-alias filter must be implemented (with a cut-off frequency at half the sampling frequency). Because during the knock signal acquisition window, the ADC also acquires other engine parameters, its conversion time is key parameter, it must be as fast as possible. 4.2 - Time Based Signal Acquisition To be accurate, signal processing requires a stable and precise sampling period and time. Variations in acquisition timings result in errors and accuracy loss. Usually, a timer is configured to trigger the ADC sampling and conversion requests. For combined CPU-DSP, real time aspects need to be checked to ensure that the ADC sample and hold requests are handled immediately, no other conversion shall be in progress whenever the knock conversion request happens. 4.3 - ADC Result Transfer in CPU-DSP Memory The method to transfer the ADC results in the CPU-DSP memory depends on the method used for computing. It can be per sample or block. Block computing allows to use DMA (Direct Memory Access) to transfer the conversion results from the ADC to the internal memory. 4.4 - IIR Filter Computation Two computation methods can be used for the knock algorithm: – Per sample computing, this computing is done each time a sample is available, – Block computing, the computing is scheduled once all samples have been collected. For combined CPU-DSP like ST10, running also the entire engine control application, preference should be given to block computing. Advantages of block computing over per sample computing are: – To minimize the real time constraints, a shorter CPU time is required for the samples when they are available after the AD conversion. – To allow to schedule the task doing the computation when CPU time is available. – To take advantage of the DSP architecture: 0 cycle-overhead for computing loops, interrupt capabilities of optimised DSP routines. Disadvantages is: – For single frequency detection, more RAM is needed to store all the samples. 4.5 - Electronic Control Unit Architecture Aspects Knock detection algorithm using digital filters can be run by a separated ASIC circuit, with a dedicated DSP core and private ROM and RAM, or by the main CPU provided it has combined CPU-DSP functionalities. The knock detection and the engine control can be processed by the same CPU-DSP core. This allows savings at system level: – Hardware: the bill of material is reduced allowing more compact design and system savings. – Software: software organisation is simpler, only one piece of software is developed, debugged and maintained. – Re-programmable: it is always possible to reprogram the algorithm when using a combined CPU-DSP with embedded Flash. Usually, this is not possible with external ASIC. – Calibration: unified calibration scheme, all calibration and acquisition variables are on the same CPU-DSP core. – Reliability: reduction in the bill of materials improves the reliability of the system (fewer devices, less interconnections).
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 4.6 - Processor Requirements for Digital Filtering Detection The requirements for a processor to run both an engine control application and the knock detection algorithm are the following: – DSP core with Harvard architecture: Harvard architecture to read operands and coefficients in the same CPU cycle, with the possibility to repeat instructions a predefined number of times without overhead, DSP like instructions for saturation (min/max). – Real time CPU-DSP core: running the knock detection algorithm shall not affect the real time performance; repeated instructions and DSP loops shall be interruptible. – On-chip DMA: avoid interrupting the processor for each sample: CPU efficiency is greatly improved by using on-chip DMA (PEC). – Time based acquisition: the microcontroller shall have peripherals to support time based acquisition. – Specific instructions for tables of samples: a maximum value detection allows to optimize CPU-DSP time in the analysis of the filtered amplitudes (knock classification and decision making). 4.7 - Comparison Between DSP and Classic RISC-CPU Architectures For an IIR filter in Direct Form2 implementation there are 2 loops: – the 1st loop is doing multiplication and accumulation: Assembly code for a DSPAssembly code for a CPU MAC [pointer1+], [pointer2+]Load register_x, [pointer1+] Load register_y, [pointer2+] MAC register_z, register_x, register_y – the 2nd loop is doing multiplication and accumulation and it shifts the state variable in memory (delay line) for the next iteration: Assembly code for a DSPAssembly code for a CPU MACM [pointer1+], [pointer2+]Load register_x, [pointer1+] Load register_y, [pointer2+] MAC register_z, register_x, register_y Store [pointer3+], register_x ; pointer3 initialised to (pointer1-1) This shows that a typical DSP will run the loops 3 to 4 times faster than a RISC-CPU supporting multiply and accumulate operations. 4.8 - Example of Digital Filtering with ST10F280 4.8.1 - Time Based Acquisition Compared to ST10F269, ST10F280 has an additional timer to generate an ADC conversion request on CAPCOM channel31 events. This timer can be easily programmed to the needed sampling frequency.
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 4.8.2 - Transfer of ADC Result in ST10F280 Memory The ST10 has eight DMA channels (PEC). Each can be used for automatic data transfers between peripherals and internal memory. DMA transfers do not interrupt the microcontroller, they are stealing on the fly one CPU cycle at each transfer. More, the completion of the AD conversion triggers a specific interrupt. This interrupt is used to generate an internal DMA transfer through one of the 8 ST10 PEC channels. Figure 4 : ST10 DMA Transfer with PEC Channel
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4.8.3 - Computation ST10F280 is based on the ST10-DSP core. This core is fully upward compatible with C167 instruction set. Figure 5 : ST10F280 CPU-DSP Core
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE All the DSP instructions of the ST10F280 are executed of in one CPU cycle. For details refer to the application note AN1442 "Signal processing with ST10-DSP". Figure 6 illustrates the execution of a multiplication and accumulation instruction with parallel data move, shift operands in the delay line. Figure 6 : Operand parallel move with CoMACM instruction Before
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4.8.3.1 - IIR Implementation on ST10F280



ST10 memory mapping: As for DSP, a CPU-DSP requires organisation of the memory mapping for coefficients and data. Although the ST10 can run DSP algorithms with operands from different memory spaces, the best performance is obtained when all operands are in ST10 dual-port RAM (DPRAM). Figure7 shows the proposed memory mapping for a N-cascaded biquad IIR filter .
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE After each execution, the intermediate state U variable is shifted so that the same algorithm can be re-applied to the next input sample. Both coefficients and samples have been initialized by a different routine. The table of samples and computed amplitudes can be stored out of the ST10 DPRAM. Figure 7 : Memory Map for Nth Order IIR Filter Direct Form 2
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IIR computing method and ST10 CPU cycles: The following table is showing the ST10 CPU cycles needed for each type of IIR computing method of an 8th order filter with N samples. Direct Form2 16*16



3*cascaded biquads 16*16



Direct Form2 32*16



ST10F280 CPU cycles for an 8th order filter N samples



16*N



40*N



34*N



ST10F280 CPU time @40MHz for IIR on 100 samples



80µs



200µs



165µs



IIR computing method:



Note: The source codes of 16*16-bit implementations are published in the application note AN1442 "Signal processing with ST10-DSP". The above table contains results for the ST10. Whenever a single filter section with 16*16 variables is not stable or does not have the expected accuracy, single sections of extended precision (32-bit coefficients) should be considered instead of cascaded biquad sections, the same accuracy can be achieved with 15 per cent time saving for the processing. 4.8.3.2 - Decision Once the amplitudes of a given frequency are computed, the results are analysed to decide if there are knock conditions. ST10F2xx devices have specific instructions for tables processing:
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE – Maximum amplitude detection: Once registers are initialised, the CoMAX instruction allows to detect the maximum in a table of samples at a rate of 1 CPU cycle per sample. – Integration: The digital implementation of the integrator used for analog detection is to sum-up all the filtered amplitudes. A repeated CoADD instruction will compute the sum of the amplitudes at a rate of one CPU cycle per sample. 100 samples are computed in 5µs (ST10F280@ 40MHz). Other methods can be easily implemented (like sum of squared amplitudes). For multi-frequency detection, requirements in memory size can be optimized by extracting the relevant information of a given frequency before computing the amplitudes in time for the next frequency. Final decision should then use the extracted information to make the decision for knocking conditions. 4.9 - Summary for Digital Filtering – Digital filters allow better accuracy than the analog detection method. – New processors with combined CPU-DSP features avoid the use of external ASICs to detect knock conditions and thus reduce system costs. – Knock detection is a DSP algorithm and as such requires analysis before implementation to optimize CPU-DSP time usage, memory mapping of operands, coefficients and samples, choice between cascaded 2nd order sections in 16*16-bit or single section in 32*16-bit arithmetic.
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AN1567 - APPLICATION NOTE 5 - SPECTRAL BASED DETECTION The principle for spectral based algorithm is the following: during the knock window, the signal from the accelerometer is converted to digital information, samples are then processed to extract the amplitude of pre-selected frequencies, the amplitudes of the signal for these frequencies are then processed for final decision. Figure 8 : Spectral Based Detection Signal Processing Flow
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5.1 - Algorithms Two algorithms are widely used for spectral analysis: FFT (Fast Fourier Trasnform) or DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform). – Fast Fourier Transform is a well-known algorithm to analyse the amplitude of the different frequencies of a signal. FFTs are very convenient and provide with amplitudes for a lot of frequencies. Ex: a FFT256 points will separate the analyzed spectrum in 256 frequencies and compute the amplitudes for each of them. This requires a lot of computing performance. – Discrete Fourier Transform : single point DFT allows to compute the amplitude of a signal for a predefined frequency. As knock detection does not require to analyze a lot of frequencies (3 to 5 typical), multiple single-point DFT can be used instead of FFT. 5.1.1 - DFT Characteristics n=N–1



Formula:



Xk =



∑



xn × e



( –j ) 2 π k ( n ⁄ N )



n=0



where Xk= amplitude of sinusoid at frequency index k, k= frequency index, xn = input signal at time n, n=sample time index, N= number of samples (size).As the knock signal is real, the single point DFT expression can be simplified as a real part and an imaginary part: n =N–1



Xk =



∑ n=0



n = N–1



x n × cos ( 2πk ( n ⁄ N ) ) – j



∑



x n × sin ( 2πk ( n ⁄ N ) )



n=0



Discriminated frequencies: the minimum discriminated frequency is defined by the sample rate and the number of samples: fmin = fsampling /(2N). The other discriminated frequencies are defined by the pseudo code: for (k=0; k 
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Delta Sigma A/D Conversion Technique Overview ... The delta-sigma converter's basic operation can ..... rounding errors due to finite word lengths in the x(n-1).
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Downloads, Parts, and Equipment for the Format Library . ..... a registered trademark or Parallax, Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
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file (BPI216.pdf), the test program (BPI216Test.java), the demonstration program ... The black wire from the LCD cable (ground) connects to Vss on the Javelin demo board. âœ“ The white wire ..... â€œBasic Stamp Manualâ€�, Users Manual, Parallax Inc.,
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CANopen application Note [v1.0] 

These SDOs are Communication Objects to transfer data without real-time ... Two types of PDO transmission modes are distinguished: synchronous and ...
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Application Note - Vergenet 

Jul 31, 2008 - Address_13_to_. 0. [13:0]. Bits mapped to external memory address bits [13:0] when ...... You must use only 1 mode, PC card or True-IDE mode. Default mode is PC ...... It is possible to display stream which is different or same with LC
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The ADC0831 library class will interact with the ADC0831 chip, and convert the value it ... javadoc file (adc0831.pdf), the test program (adc0831Test.java), the ...
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Application Note - Rasterman 

Jul 31, 2008 - Samsung was negligent regarding the design or ... No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in ..... System Clock Control logic in S3C6410 generates the required ...... Refer to OneNand
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The DS1302 package includes this application note, library file, javadoc, test program (Program Listing 1.1), the stop ... files are available for free download from:.
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Application Note: 10 

This class will let you utilize the mouse within your own applications to ... (AppNote010-MS2ButtonSerial.pdf), the library file (MS2ButtonSerial.java), the library's.
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Application Note AN-1084 

Table of Contents .... with the square root of the drain-source bias. .... Cell density has increased over the years from around half a million per square inch in.
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This application note (AppNote008-LTC1298.java), the LTC1298 library file ... the library's javadoc file (LTC1298.pdf), the test program (LTC1298Test.java), the ... In addition to the files above, the AtoD abstract library class file is also required
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32-bit Integer Math .... Downloads, Parts, and Equipment for the 32-bit math library ... (Int32.pdf), the test program (Int32Test.java), the demonstration program ... Once there select the â€œapplicationsâ€� menu, and it will take you to the applicat
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NVR Application Note 

+86 21.5257.4568. Honeywell Systems Group Middle East/N. Africa. Post Office Box 18530. LOB Building 08, Office 199. Jebel Ali, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
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Application Note: VCO - Ladyada.net 

Sep 8, 1999 - Understanding VCO Concepts. OSCILLATOR FUNDAMENTALS. An oscillator circuit can be modeled as shown in Figure 1 as the combination ...
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Downloads, Parts, and Equipment for the AtoD abstract class. ..... â€œLTC1286/LTC1298â€�, Data Sheet, Linear Technology Corporation, 1994. This document will ...
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stv0056 application note - F6CSX 

5. 6. 8. 10. Ã· 2. +6dB. +6dB. AN838-03.EPS. Figure 3 : STV0042 Video Processing Block Diagram. CLAMP .... (specification of STV42/56). Remarks : .... width (FM deviation selection, table in Page 26 of ..... fS - 20kHz < fVCO < fS + 20kHz ?
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Application Note: 5 

The MC24LC256 library class will allow you to read and write directly to the. 24LC256 ... \doc\AppNote005-MC24LC256.pdf ... This library relies on the I2C protocol, you will need to have the I2C.java library class file installed on.
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Application Note - Rasterman 

Jul 31, 2008 - S3C6410X consists of several power domains as illustrated in Figure 3-12. Sub-power ...... MODE[14] : b'1 for Free Run mode ...... The program and data for the BIT processor are downloaded through the ...... 0x0300_3600.
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Application Note: VCO - Mini Circuits 

Sep 8, 1999 - A computer attached to the system can be used to automate the measurements. 2 HOW TO MEASURE TUNING SENSITIVITY AND LINEARITY.
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Application Note No. 034 - F1FRV 

Oct 20, 2006 - Document layout change ... How can you actually measure the electrical characteristics of a diode? rf and ... time) measured from the falling slope of the pulse to the time where it reaches 3 mA reverse bias given an estimate.
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